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Access the lesson links on Google classroom calendar. Any other learning 
tasks will be on Google Classroom. The work can be posted directly onto 

Google classroom or Tapestry.  

M
o
n 

 
Flashcards of sounds 
learnt  
Alphabet line  
Teach new sound ‘qu, 
ch’ 
Sound out ‘qu, ch’ 
words for children to 
blend.  
Read ‘qu,ch’ words 
using sound buttons.  
Activity- Youtube Epic 
phonics song  
Write words. 
Tricky word song 
phase 2 and 3  
 

 
Warm up- Number line- 
who knows what ……. Is?  
 
What is length? 
 
Activity- Can you draw 
around your footprint? Can 
you find things in your 
house that are longer than 
your footprint and shorter 
than your footprint?  
 
Resources you need after 
the live session-  
 
Footprint cut out and 
objects around your house. 
 
Watch the video at home to 
try and understand the 
concept of short and long.  
 

RE  Active Learning 

Remind yourself of the first part of the Easter story.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-39h0xYqdE  
Can you make your own palm leaf? 

Jo Wicks workout  

T
u
e
s 

 
Flashcards of sounds 
learnt  
Alphabet line 
Tricky word recap. 
Teach new sound 
‘sh,th’  
Sound out ‘sh, th’ 
words for children to 
blend.  
Read ‘sh, th’ words 
using sound buttons.  

 
Warm up- Number line- one 
more. Recap what length is. 
Key messages for non-
standard measuring. 
-The unit needs to be the 
same size. 
-They need to be put next to 
each other and not overlap. 
-They need to be usually in a 
straight line to measure 
accurately.  
 

Music Active learning 

The link will be released by our music teacher. 

 
 
 
 
 
Andy’s wild workout  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-39h0xYqdE
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Activity- Youtube Epic 
phonics song  
Write words. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Activity- 
Can you use cut outs of your 
hands to measure objects? 
Label each hand with a 
number to represent 1 
hand, 2 hand, 3 hands ….. 
long. Lay them down so you 
can see them. 
 
 
Resources you need after 
the live session –  
Have hand cut outs 
numbered ready to measure 
with.  

   
 

 

W
e
d
s 

 
Flashcards of sounds 
learnt  
Alphabet line 
Tricky word recap. 
Teach new sound ‘ng, 
ai’  
Sound out ‘ng, ai’ 
words for children to 
blend.  
Read ‘ng, ai’ words 
using sound buttons.  
Activity- Youtube Epic 
phonics song  
Write words. 

Warm up- Number line- one 
less 
 
What is distance?  
Usually talk about distance 
when talking about longer 
measurements.  
 
 
Activity- Can you estimate 
how many socks long 
something is? Let’s find out 
if you are correct.  
 
 
Resources you need after 
the live session-  
 
Gather some socks which 
are the same size. 
 

Literacy/Topic  
 
Watch the literacy video posted on Google classroom. Can you write the 
first instruction for making a jam/cheese sandwich?  

The Youth Sports Trust 
website has some 
updated 60 second 
physical activities 
challenges for you to try 
at home.  
 
https://www.youthspor
ttrust.org/60-second-
physical-activity-
challenges 
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T
h
u
r
s 

 
Flashcards of sounds 
learnt  
Alphabet line 
Tricky word recap. 
Teach new sound 
‘ee,igh’  
Sound out ‘ee, igh’ 
words for children to 
blend.  
Read ‘ee, igh’ words 
using sound buttons.  
Activity- Youtube Epic 
phonics song  
Write ‘ee, igh’ words. 

  
Warm up- Number line.  
 
Recap how we 
measurement using non- 
standard measurement. Do 
it incorrectly?  
 
Activity-  
How far can you roll 
something down a ramp? 
Use your feet or another 
larger (non-standard 
measurement) object to 
count how far away you 
have been able to roll it. 
How can you roll it further? 
 
Resources you need after 
the live session –  
Make a ramp and have 
objects that can roll down 
the ramp. 

Literacy/Topic  

 
 
 
 
Can you continue to write the other instructions for making a 
cheese/jam sandwich? 
 
 

Cosmic yoga-Youtube 

Literacy/Topic  

 
  
Can you use your instructions to make your sandwich?  

Joe Wicks-Youtube 
  

F
r
i 

 
Recap- sounds and 
tricky words learnt 
that week.  
Alphabet line  
Story 

 

 
Warm up- Number line 
 
Activity- Listen Mr Owen’s 
maths measurement 
challenge.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 


